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Avoid security and compliance nightmares with CloudBolt
Challenge
It’s no surprise 83% of organizations view security as a critical challenge for cloud adoption,
according to a recent market report. With developers adopting a multi-cloud strategy, security is
usually an afterthought. However, this can create potentially detrimental challenges not just for
you but for your entire organization. Some challenges include:
• Manual eﬀorts to track compliance, causing loss of productivity
• Unauthorized actors accessing your data
• Service misconﬁguration leading to compromised environments
• Missing compliance standards such as HIPPA, NIST, etc.
• Security breaches due to exposed passwords
Some ways organizations tackle these challenges is through spreadsheets or manual scripting,
tracking one resource or cluster of services at a time. This can work for development or testing
cloud environments. However, as your developers use more cloud services, spreadsheets and
scripting cannot keep up. Alternatively, when Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure add
a new service type, your script needs updates. Is this really manageable for enterprises? No. You
need a reliable multi-cloud solution for complete visibility along with actionable
recommendations.

Solutions
CloudBolt security and compliance is powerful yet simple solution trusted by enterprises
globally. With CloudBolt, you and your developers will be empowered to stay compliant across
multi-cloud environments. Stop spending days and weeks seeking vulnerabilities and then taking
actions. You can do those same tasks in minutes with CloudBolt. You’ll achieve this through:
Security Visualization: A single cloud environment changes quickly. Throw in a couple more
clouds and chaos sets in. Misconﬁgurations get overlooked; S3 buckets are left exposed. No
more! With our intuitive security and compliance solution, you’ll visualize your environments
across your technology stack. You’ll get a granular view from your VPC to the service level, such
as EC2 instances.
This way you’ll avert mishaps that would otherwise ﬁnd your organization in headlines for the
wrong reasons. Further, this reduces the time required to identify misconﬁgurations while taking
actions proactively. Gain a complete view of your technology stack and pinpoint
misconﬁgurations instantaneously while making your team more accountable.
Compliance Overlay: We know it can be tough to follow compliance frameworks such as CIS,
PCI-DSS, NIST, and HIPPA among others. Manual practices cannot keep up with your scaling
infrastructure needs. To address this, we have embedded 300+ security checks in our platform.
These help you to visualize gaps easily while staying actions- oriented. The AWS
Well-Architected Framework integration eliminates need for a separate tool. It’s as simple as
turning a switch ON for compliance. No need for longer calls or ﬁnding the workload owners. Take
proactive actions— completely armed with compliance recommendations— from our platform.
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Notiﬁcation and logging: The most challenging thing in a cloud invoice is ﬁnding who has done
what and then informing them on any required actions. We’ve integrated role-based access
control to keep the bad actors out. To simplify notiﬁcations & alerting, we’ve integrated our
platform with email and messaging services such as Slack. All the security and compliance alerts
can now be sent to your inbox, various channels, or users. This saves your administrators valuable
time required to identify and notify owners for appropriate actions to optimize security. Plus, we
keep a log of everything for you to compare against.

Beneﬁts:
Drive automation for an immediate response instead of old, cumbersome, manual
processes
• Reduce time required to ﬁnd vulnerabilities and resource owners cycles from weeks to
minutes
• More real-time information (15 minutes refresh rate vs days); no more raw data to analyze
through spreadsheets or scripting
•

Multi-cloud security and compliance doesn’t need to be a dream. You can abolish stress, anxiety
and nightmares through a simple, action-oriented solution from CloudBolt. Reach out to us at
sales@cloudbolt.io or visit www.cloudbolt.io to see our solution in action. Sweet dreams
guaranteed!
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CloudBolt Software is the enterprise leader in cloud management and integration solutions. Our products are
simple, so you achieve unrivaled time-to-value; our knowledge is deep, so you have a trusted cloud partner for your
journey; our teams are obsessed with your success, so you become the enterprise IT hero. Today, CloudBolt’s
award-winning cloud management platform and codeless integration solutions are deployed in enterprises
worldwide for hybrid cloud. Backed by Insight Partners, CloudBolt Software is an Inc. 5000 and Deloitte Fast 500
company, winner of the 2020 CODiE awards for cloud management, and featured in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for
Cloud Management Platforms.
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